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Abstract: Efficient cooperation between organizations across all the phases of a project lifecycle is a
critical factor to increase the chances of project success and drive sustainable business. However, and
according to research, despite the large benefits that efficient organizational cooperation provides
to organizations, they are still often reluctant to engage in cooperative partnerships. The reviewed
literature argues that the major reason for such a trend is due to the lack of efficient and actionable
supportive models to manage organizational cooperative risks. In this work we propose a model to
efficiently support the management of organizational cooperative risks in project environments. The
model, MCPx (management of cooperative projects), was developed based on four critical scientific
pillars, (1) project risk management, (2) cooperative networks, (3) social network analysis, and (4)
business intelligence architecture, and will analyze in a quantitative way how project cooperative
behaviors evolve across a bounded time period, and to which extent they can turn into a cooperative
project risk (essentially potential threats). For this matter, the MCPx model will quantitatively analyze
five key project cooperative behavioral dimensions, (1) communication, (2) information sharing, (3)
trust, (4) problem solving and (5) decision making, which show how dynamic interactions between
project stakeholders evolve across time. The implementation and functioning principles of the MCPx
model are illustrated with a case study.

Keywords: project management; risk management; social network analysis; cooperative networks;
business intelligence; project cooperative risks; knowledge creation; sustainable business

1. Introduction

In today’s complex, turbulent, and unpredictable business landscape, if organizations
want to achieve success, meet market needs and demands, or even just survive, they must
develop strategies that boost performance and innovation [1,2]. The literature argues
that both innovation and performance strongly depend on how an organization’s C suit
manages and motivates their employees to overcome daily challenges, such as different
cultures, different time zones, different geographic locations, or different functions, while
simultaneously nurturing the capacity and will to continuously learn and adapt [1,3]. The
literature also shows that the adoption of an ambidextrous leadership style (characterized
by the exploitation of present conditions to optimize current business model operations,
while simultaneously exploring new opportunities that contribute to redefining business
models by taking decisions in a pioneering, risky way) increases the chances of achiev-
ing sustainable competitive advantages [4,5]. In addition, the literature shows that the
ability to work in cooperative networks in both organizational and individual levels is a
critical factor for an organization to achieve success and generate actionable and unique
knowledge [2,6–8]. In fact, the latest research in organizational theory and management
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argues that although individual knowledge and skills are important, the ability to work in
cooperative networks is almost always twice as critical to achieve success [6–8].

Among several reasons, what makes organizations engage in cooperative networks
with other organizations such as business partners, institutions, or universities, just to name
a few, is the possibility they have to access the necessary resources (human, competencies,
financial, logistic and so on) to properly respond to the increasing and complex market
demands [8]. However, research shows that despite the benefits that cooperative networks
can bring to organizations, such as the open innovation model [9], they are not engaging in
it as much as it would be expected [10]. According to several literature reviews, the reason
for such a trend is the lack of effective and efficient supportive models to manage such
partnership types [8,11,12].

This work presents a heuristic model that aims at the efficient management of organi-
zational cooperative networks, as a contribution to reduce the lack of existing supportive
models to manage organizational cooperation. The proposed heuristic model, named
MCPx (which stands for management of cooperative projects) was developed based on
four essential scientific pillars: (1) project risk management, (2) cooperative networks, (3)
social network analysis, and (4) business intelligence, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The four critical scientific pillars that support the MCPx model.

Concretely, the MCPx model quantitatively measures five key project cooperative
behavioral dimensions as they emerge, develop and eventually disappear or continue
within a bounded period of time, within a project social network. The five key project coop-
erative behavioral dimensions are: (1) communication, which identifies who communicates
with whom related to project information, (2) information sharing, which identifies who
shares with whom project-related information, (3) trust, which identifies who trusts whom
regarding delicate project subjects, (4) problem solving, which identifies whom people
go to in order to get support, advice or project-related information so that they can do
their job, and (5) decision making, which identifies who usually makes decisions regarding
project-related tasks and activities. Table 1 illustrates the individual contributions of each
one of the four critical scientific pillars that support the development of the proposed
model in this work.
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Table 1. Four critical pillars that support the development of the MCPx model.

Scientific Pillars Brief Description Regarding Individual Contributions

Project Risk Management

Contributes with the definitions and structure of a typical project
(lifecycle, phases, and so on) according to the Project

Management Institute [13], and with the definitions and approach
process of the risk management standard process according to the

International Organization for Standardization [14].

Cooperative Networks

Contributes with the definitions, importance, and key factors
regarding cooperation principles between organizations. This

work assumes the cooperative principle of performing joint work
according to [11].

Social Network Analysis

Provides the tools and techniques (essentially centrality metrics
such as in-degree, out-degree, density, average degree, closeness
and so on, based on the graph theory) which will quantitatively
measure the five key project cooperative behavioral dimensions

that emerge and evolve as organizations cooperate to deliver
projects.

Business Intelligence

Contributes with the typical organizational business intelligence
architecture (collecting, transforming, analysing data and

reporting) that enables organizations to perform business data
analysis in a timely and accurate manner so that they can take

more data-informed decisions.

1.1. Relevance and Novelty of the Conducted Research in This Work

The research conducted in this work addresses the problem of the lack of effective
models to manage cooperation between organizations while they deliver projects. The
research conducted in this work resulted in a heuristic model that contributes to answer the
following research question: To what extent does cooperation between organizations that
work together across all the phases of a project lifecycle impact project tasks and activities,
and ultimately the global project outcome?

Having the research question along this line of thought, it can be concluded that the
proposed model in this work directly addresses organizational cooperative project risks,
namely behavioral cooperative risks, as mentioned before. The relevance of the conducted
research in this work can be divided into four different dimensions.

First, and as the main objective of the research conducted in this work is the devel-
opment of a heuristic model (the MCPx model), to help organizations to identify and
efficiently manage cooperative project risks that may emerge as different organizations
work together (cooperate) to deliver projects, by analyzing five key project cooperative
behavioral dimensions across all the phases of a project lifecycle as mentioned before.
This will enable organizations to clearly see how cooperation (behaviors) unfolded, and
how they are unfolding, and to a certain extent predict how cooperation will evolve in
the near future, based on the quantitative analysis of past collaborative initiatives. The
benefit for organizations is that they can implement proactive actions (corrective or sup-
portive measures) to reorganize and redirect cooperation to a desired level, and/or support
and maintain existing cooperative behavioral patterns. This first dimension enabled by
the proposed model in this work is in line with the latest research in the organizational
management field that argues that first, cooperative networks supported by effective man-
agement models provide organizations strong benefits at both individual and collective
levels [2,6–8], and second, that the adoption of a more hands-on management style (more
control from the management regarding how cooperation emerges or evolves) in opposi-
tion to a more hands-off approach management style (less control from the management
regarding how cooperation emerges or evolves, also known as a fix-it-as-you-go issue
resolution approach), is by far more beneficial to increase the chances of success [6,15].

Second, the proposed model in this work enables organizations to quantitatively
measure dynamic cooperative behaviors regarding five cooperative dimensions: (1) com-
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munication, (2) information sharing, (3) trust, (4) problem solving and (5) decision making,
as mentioned before. This allows organizations not only to in a timely manner identify
which behaviors may possibly turn into a risk (threats to project objectives) but also to
take decisions in a more data-informed way (which are decisions that can be backed up
with data that can be verified [16], instead of only relying on subjectivity (usually from
senior managers) and gut feelings approaches, which, according to research, increases
organizational performance and profitability [17,18].

Third, by applying the theory of social network analysis to analyze and monitor
dynamic cooperative behaviors, the MCPx model is in line with the latest research in
the social sciences that argues that the application of SNA metrics is by far the most
appropriated technique to mirror human interaction and thus extract valuable and unique
insight regarding how dynamic interactions between entities across a bounded period of
time emerge and evolve [8,19–22].

Fourth, the proposed model in this work is efficiently aligned with the actual sus-
tainability challenges and with the ongoing organizational transformation strategy and
industry 4.0, according to research [23,24]. This happens as the model enables the identi-
fication of organizational cooperative behavioral patterns in a secure and timely manner
supported by an intelligent system (business intelligence architecture) which automates
the process of data collection, analysis, and reporting, resulting in huge resource savings.
Still, this aspect contributes to solve the information modeling and processing as indi-
cated by latest research [25]. By doing so, the proposed model in this work focuses not
only on the short-term results, but also in the long-term results, enabling sustainability
in organizations to turn into a holistic, consistent, and incremental growth process across
time according to the following value-chain: the identification of (undesired or desired)
organizational cooperative behaviors in a timely manner enables organizations to better
respond to ongoing and future cooperative project challenges, which in turn optimizes
allocation of necessary resources for ongoing or upcoming projects, which in turn will
contribute to a leaner organizational and societal transformation, providing organizations
sustainable competitive advantages in the economic, social, and environmental aspects.

1.2. Structure of the Present Work

This work is divided into seven sections. In Section 1 a brief introduction regarding
the purpose of the research conducted in this work, its importance, and its relevance are
presented. Section 2 presents a brief state of the art regarding the four critical scientific
pillars that support the proposed model in this work. Section 3 presents the development
and implementation of the proposed model in this work, where the four scientific pillars
that support the proposed model will be addressed, highlighting the individual importance
and contribution of each one of them to the proposed model. Section 4 presents an
application case of the proposed model. Section 5 presents the major conclusions of the
conducted research in this work, highlighting some of the benefits and limitations of the
proposed model in this work. Section 6 presents the academic and managerial implications
regarding the implementation and application of the proposed model in this work. Finally,
in Section 7 we present a set of suggestions for future developments regarding the research
conducted in this work.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Project Risk Management

The successful delivery of projects is critical for organizations because it is through
projects, but not only, that organizations can execute their strategies, solve problems,
satisfy needs, add value, capitalize on or exploit opportunities, adapt, change, learn, and
innovate [2,8,13].

A project can be defined as a temporary endeavor with a defined start and end, and
aims at the creation of a unique result, product, or service [13]. Project management can
be defined as the application of knowledge and techniques to project activities across the
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different phases of a project lifecycle, aiming at the successful delivery of a project within
the specific project constraints [13].

Risk management, in a general form, can be defined as a set of coordinated activities
to direct and control an organization regarding risk [13,14]. Risk has two dimensions: (1) a
positive dimension, usually called opportunities, and (2) a negative dimension, usually
called threats [13,14]. Risk management can be defined as a combined and continuous pro-
cess of decision analysis and proactive management, that should be taken as an integrative
part of the organizational governance, design, structure, strategy, change, and culture of an
organization [26,27]. Still, risk management should be supported, incentivized, and not
policed, by internal or external experts to the organization [26,27].

Putting together the definition of project management and risk management, we can
define project risk management. Project risk management results from the intersection
between project management and risk management and can be characterized by the
introduction of the best practices and standards regarding risk management into project
management [28]. From this intersection new project risks types emerge. According
to [28] there are four major project risks that result from the intersection between project
management and risk management. They are: event risk, variability risk, ambiguity risk,
and emergent risk. They are illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. Four major project risks types according to [28].

Risk Types Brief Description Recommended Management Approach

Event Risk

Also known as “stochastic
uncertainty”, these are risks
that relate to something that
has not yet occurred, but if it

comes to occur, will impact on
one or more project objectives.

Risk Management Standards tools
and techniques.

Variability risk

Also known as “aleatoric
uncertainty “, comprising
different possible known

outcomes, but no one knows
which one will really occur.

Advanced tools and techniques such as the
Monte Carlo simulation.

Ambiguity risk

Also known as “epistemic
uncertainty “, emerging from

lack of knowledge or
understanding (also called of
know-how and know-what
risks). These risks comprise
the use of new technology,

market conditions, and
competitor capability, just to

name a few.

Lessons learned (learning from experience).
Simulations and prototyping.

Emergent risk

Also known as “ontological
uncertainty “or “Black

Swans”, these are risks unable
to be identified because they

are just outside one’s
experience or mindset.

Usually these types of risks
arise from game-changers or

disruptive innovations.

Contingency planning.

Beyond the four major project risks types proposed by [28], research identifies also
other risks in project management, such as cooperative risks that can emerge as organiza-
tions work together to deliver projects [29]. According to [29], such cooperative project
risks can be classified in three different dimensions. They are: (1) behavioral risks, which
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represent risks related to the different types of relationships that are established between the
different organizations or entities while they work together (cooperate) to deliver a project,
(2) risk of assigning tasks to partners, which represent risks that result from how project
tasks and activities are distributed by different organizations or network partners, and
(3) risk of critical enterprises, which represents risks that are associated with cooperative
network members who have exclusive competencies or resources.

The proposed model in this work will specifically address the behavioral risks in
project management environments, which can be characterized by the way that different
project stakeholders interact (exchange project-related emails, exchange project-related
information, search for advice or support related to project matters, or general communica-
tion, just to name a few) within a bounded period of time (usually a project lifecycle phase).
More concretely and as mentioned before, such behavioral risks will be identified and
characterized by analyzing the five key project cooperative behavioral dimensions: (1) com-
munication, (2) information sharing, (3) trust, (4) problem solving, and (5) decision making.

2.2. Cooperative Networks

The cooperative form of business has been around for more than 150 years [30].
However, this form of doing business has never remained constant throughout the years,
varying between economic sectors, countries, and cultures [30]. Effective cooperation
between organizations contributes to a higher ability to adapt to changes in the environment
where they exist, enables a strategic position concerning inter-organizational networks,
and assures flexibility when facing changes in the environment [31].

Cooperative networks can be defined as networks that comprise a variety of entities
such as organizations, groups, people, or others, that exchange information, adjust activi-
ties, and share resources for the achievement of compatible goals [11]. For example, in a
traditional supply chain network based on client–supplier where the interactions are coor-
dinated with each other, there is in most cases no common goal, rather mutual benefits and
a common plan which often is designed by a single entity [11]. Still, this form of doing busi-
ness implies a certain division of labor among participants where the resulting aggregated
value comes from the sum of a quasi-independent manner from individual value-generated
contributions [11]. According to research [11,30,32], efficient organizational cooperative
networks strongly depend on factors such as the reliance of the cooperative on reciprocity
(information that is exchange in both directions between any two organizations), trust
and interlocking directorates (where a member of one organization’s board of directors
also serves on another organization’s board or within another organization’s management
positions).

In this work the factors that characterize cooperative networks (aggregated value
coming from the sum of individual contributions, reciprocity, trust, and more) will be
addressed by the MCPx model. Such factors will be addressed as the MCPx model analysis
of how the different project stakeholders interact by analyzing the already mentioned five
key cooperative behavioral dimensions, which mirror some of the factors that characterize
the form of joint work named cooperative networks.

2.3. Social Network Analysis in Organizations

Social network analysis (SNA) can be defined as a theoretical framework for modelling
dynamic interactions between entities (persons, groups, organizations, and so on), that
reveal how social structures emerge, evolve, disappear, and influence individual behaviors
and vice versa across a period of time [20,21,33]. SNA quantitatively describes social
structures by analyzing the interactions of entities that are within a given social structure
(social network) [20,21]. In SNA entities are conceptualized as nodes or dots which in
turn are linked by edges that represent their interactions [20,21,33]. The result of the
conceptualization is a graph (social network) that is then analyzed using network-theoretic
concepts also known as SNA metrics or measures [20,21,33]. SNA plays a critical role in
understanding social capital challenges, and therefore is being continuously incorporated
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into organizational risk management departments as a supportive tool for decision making
and risk analysis [8,34].

In project management the application of SNA has been growing in popularity within
the latest years, essentially because it enables people to understand in a quantitatively
way the extent to which project people and project organization behaviors impact on
performance, innovation, social cohesion, information diffusion, trust, and so on [20,21].
Still, SNA in project management can be applied to study cooperation, collective and
individual performance, cultural fit, unethical behavior, and fraud, just to name a few [35].

Across the reviewed literature there are many successful cases of the application of SNA in
project management. For example, researchers applied SNA to identify key cooperative networks
that emerge as organizations work together while delivering projects [8,19–21,36]. Some of them
are as follows: (1) communication network (identifies who talks to whom regarding work-related
matters), (2) advice network (identifies the people to whom others turn to, to get information to
get their job done), and (3) trust network (identifies who shares project-related delicate information
with whom).

Cross and Parker [36] applied SNA in organizations to study how dynamic cooper-
ation emerges, evolves, and disappears as different organizations work together while
delivering a project, and identified a set of key informal roles that exist within a cooperative
network regardless of an organization’s structure or industry type. They are: (1) central
connectors (represents central people or organizations that too many rely on for help,
advise, trust, or other), (2) boundary spanners (represents people that connect different
organizational pockets or departments, which sometimes are also called of information bro-
kers), (3) peripheral people (represents experts, or isolated people or organizations, which
may either be a SME (subject matter expert) with unique exerts, or a mis-fitted person or
organization), and (4) energizers (represents people or organizations that energize a group
or the complete cooperative network).

Researchers such as [20,21,37] suggest that social network centrality metrics such as in-
degree, out-degree, average degree, betweenness degree, closeness degree, and eigenvector,
are among most meaningful SNA centrality metrics that can be applied in organizations to
identify valuable and unique insights, regarding how dynamic cooperation evolves across
time.

Furthermore, they argue that the application of SNA centrality metrics in the analysis
of dynamic cooperative networks are the ones that enable us to get unique insights, unlike
traditional tools or techniques [2,8,20,21]. According to the reviewed literature, centrality
in a social cooperative network refers to the structural location of a given entity within
a network, and can be a measure of an entity’s influence, importance, control, and pres-
tige [20,21,37]. Research shows that. for example, both in and out degrees can be an index
of potential for the network’s activity, betweenness can be an index of communication
control by bridging two different subgroups of a network, and closeness can be an index of
the potential independence from network control [2,8,38,39].

Centrality is associated with the mix of formal and informal power within a coopera-
tive social network [2,8,38,39]. This happens because according to several pieces of research,
it is extremely difficult or impossible to distinguish formal from informal networks of co-
operation within an organization [2,8,20]. All previous mentioned centrality metrics, but
not only those, quantitatively capture an amount of a certain cooperative behaviors that
ultimately will impact on project activities, objectives, and outcomes (success or failure)
and therefore should not be neglected [2,8].

In this work the application of SNA will quantitatively measure the mix of formal
and informal cooperative networks which will enable the characterization of the five key
project cooperative behavioral dimensions ((1) communication, (2) information sharing, (3)
trust, (4) problem solving, and (5) decision making). More concretely, the characterization
of the five key project cooperative behavioral dimensions will be done by the application
of SNA centrality metrics such as weighted total-degree, average weighted, total-degree,
in-degree, and average in-degree.
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2.4. Business INTELLIGENCE in Organizations

Business intelligence (BI) can be defined as a set of strategies, concepts, methods, and
technologies that are applied by organizations for the data analysis of business information
to improve business decision-making processes [39–42]. A typical BI architecture comprises
a set of tools, methodologies, systematic processes, and frameworks, that collect, analyze,
and transform—from both, internal and external sources—data into insightful, valuable,
actionable, and meaningful information, which organizations can use to understand past,
actual, and future business trends such as consumer behavioral patterns, or to efficiently
support organizations in strategic decision-making processes [40–42]. An efficient BI
architecture implies a dynamic organizational interconnected communication network,
where information that is produced or acquired (both internal and external regarding
sales, finance, human resources, engineering, marketing, just to name a few) can be easily
accessed and readable [42]. Figure 2 illustrates a typical business intelligence architecture.

Figure 2. Typical business intelligence architecture. Adapted from [40–42].

The process starts from left to right according to the arrows of the flow diagram, and
goes across some of the major components such as data sources, data management systems,
data warehouses, business analytics tools and techniques, and reporting or visualization
tools and techniques.

The working process of the typical BI architecture displayed in Figure 2 goes as follows:
First, data are collected from a given data source such as sales or finance departments,
ERP systems, CRM systems, single files, or engineering departments. Second, collected
information undergoes a data treatment process which very often is called ETL (extract,
transform, and load data process). In this process, collected data from the most varied data
sources are cleaned and transformed into a readable format according to user needs. Third,
treated data are stored in data warehouses, which are considered as the BI component’s
heart. A data warehouse is built with the purpose to serve the data analysis and reporting
components, where only data from the ETL process are loaded [42]. Data warehouses are
built on normalization standards, which are efficient for transactional systems [41,42]. For
example, a normalization could be used to reduce redundancy and increase performance
of queries for reports and analytics. BI systems and tools make use of data warehouses
as sources of information to generate reposts and analysis. Fourth, collected, treated, and
stored data will be qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed by the application of statistics
and mathematical analytical tools and techniques. In this step three types of analytics are
common [43]. The first, descriptive analytics, comprises the process of analyzing the past
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data. This means analyzing data from sales, marketing, or other areas, that were collected,
treated, and stored into a data warehouse. The purpose of this first analysis is to understand
what happened, or in other words, to identify the root causes for occurred business outputs
and outcomes. The second, predictive analysis, concerns the process of estimating the
likelihood of future business outputs and outcomes based on the analysis of past data. It
is also known as a trend analysis [41,42]. The third, prescriptive analytics, concerns the
process of finding ways and means to take advantage of findings acquired in the previous
two analytical processes, and generate predictions about future events or trends. This
process is usually carried out by using simulation techniques based on inferential statistic
and computerization techniques [40]. Finally, the reporting and visualization BI system
outputs information that can be readable in an efficient way enabling the connection
of analyzed data to business strategies. In this stage, the results of the data analytics
process can be visualized through several different methods such as strategic and tactical
dashboards, scorecards, CSFs (critical success factors), KPIs (key performance indicators),
and detailed or consolidated reports [42]. The proposed model in this work comprises the
incorporation of a typical BI architecture in an automatic, efficient, accurate and timely
manner to collect, prepare, transform, and analyze cooperative project data that mirror
cooperative dynamic behaviors within a project social network, that takes place across the
different phases of a given project lifecycle.

3. Model Development and Implementation
3.1. Model Development

As previously mentioned, the proposed model in this work developed based on four
critical scientific pillars ((1) project risk management, (2) cooperative networks, (3) social
network analysis, and (4) business intelligence), will analyze in a quantitative way how
five key project cooperative behavioral dimensions ((1) communication, (2) information
sharing, (3) trust, (4) problem solving and (5) decision making) emerge and evolve across
the different phases of a project lifecycle, as different organizations work together to deliver
cooperative projects. The four critical scientific pillars that support the development of the
model proposed in this work are illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3 illustrates the four critical scientific pillars that support the development of
the proposed model in this work: (1) project risk management (a), (2) cooperative networks
(b), (3) social network analysis (c), and (4) business intelligence (d). A brief explanation of
each of them is as follows:

Project Risk Management (Figure 3a)—this pillar can be divided into two sub-pillars:
project management and risk management. The project management field provides the
proposed model in this work with the definitions and structure of a typical project accord-
ing to the Project Management Institute (PMI) [13]. These include the definition of a project,
project phases, project lifecycle, project specific attributes and features, and so on. The risk
management field provides the proposed model in this work with the definitions and ap-
proaches regarding the risk management standard processes according to the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) [14]. It covers the process of identifying, analyzing,
measuring, treating, monitoring, and updating project risks. The risk management sub-
pillar still contributes with three project major risks types that may emerge as organizations
work together to deliver projects, as proposed by [29] (Figure 3a). They are: (1) pure risk or
uncertainty, (2) project risks, and (3) cooperative risks. In this work, the cooperative risks
will be addressed as the major project risk type, and in particular the behavioral risk types
as illustrated in Figure 3a. As mentioned before, behavioral risk types are related to the
types of dynamic relationships that are established between the different project partners
across the delivery of a project.
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Figure 3. Detailed view of the four critical scientific pillars used in the development of the MCPx model, (a) project risk
management pillar, (b) cooperative networks pillar, (c) social network analysis pillar, and (d) business intelligence pillar.

Cooperative Networks (Figure 3b)—this pillar contributes the definitions, key factors
that determine and define cooperation, and the importance of cooperation between organi-
zations to achieve project success. As illustrated in Figure 3b, this pillar contributes to the
translation from the official dynamic interactions from the upper layer where cooperation
exists between organizations (which represents contractual relationships) into visible and
measurable dynamic interactions that truly mirror the different interactions, behaviors,
and dependencies among organizations that deliver projects in cooperative networks.

Social Network Analysis (Figure 3c)—this pillar contributes the tools and techniques
to quantitatively analyze dynamic behavioral interactive data that takes place across the
different phases of a project lifecycle as project stakeholders (people, groups or organiza-
tions) work together to deliver projects. SNA centrality metrics developed based on the
graph theory (Figure 3c) are applied to quantify the five key project cooperative behavioral
dimensions ((1) communication, (2) information sharing, (3) trust, (4) problem solving and
(5) decision making), that evolve across all the different phases of a cooperative project
lifecycle. This pillar provides the proposed model in this work the SNA centrality metrics
such as in-degree, out-degree, total-degree, and total weighted-degree [37] which will
quantify the five key project cooperative behavioral dimensions. Once the five key project
cooperative behavioral dimensions have been quantified, conclusions regarding cooper-
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ative project behavioral risks can be outdrawn together with a social network analyst or
with a project responsible team.

Business Intelligence (Figure 3d)—this pillar contributes the strategies and technolo-
gies, that organizations can use to analyze business information data and get unique and
actionable business insight. This pillar provides the proposed model in this work the
implementation steps of a typical organizational BI architecture, as well as the dynamic ar-
ticulation between the different stages of data analysis, namely in three mentioned analysis
types: (1) descriptive analyses (which, referring to data analysis, aims to answer questions
such as what happened? how did we get here?), (2) predictive analysis (which based on
analyzed data aims to answer questions such as where are we possibly heading to? what
will happen in the future according to a given trend?), and (3) prescriptive analysis (which
based on the other two analysis, aims to answer questions such as what should we do to
get to a certain target?).

As previously mentioned, the proposed model in this work quantitatively analyses
five key project cooperative behavioral dimensions that emerge and evolve as projects are
being delivered by the joint work (cooperation) of different organizations.

To map, quantify, and analyze each one of the five key project cooperative behavioral
dimensions-specific data, specific SNA centrality metrics are required as illustrated in
Table 3. Table 3 illustrates the five key project cooperative behavioral dimensions (D1 to
D5), the data sources for each of the five key project cooperative behavioral dimensions, the
objectives of each of the five dimensions, and the SNA centrality metrics that are applied
to quantify the five key project cooperative behavioral dimensions.

The required data to map and analyze the five key project cooperative behavioral
dimensions will be collected by two methods: (1) cooperative project-related exchanged
emails, and (2) cooperative project strategic surveys. The first method concerns the col-
lection of information project-related emails within a given interval between t_1 and t_n,
within a given project lifecycle. The second method concerns the collection of project-
related information through the launching of a SNA strategic survey to all the cooperative
project stakeholders that take part in the delivery of a cooperative project. The questions
in the survey are not pre-determined, however they must capture valuable and unique
information that enables the mapping of the different cooperative dimensions or networks.
The questions are to be decided by a network analyst or the project responsible team. For
example, regarding the information-sharing dimension (D1), one possible question could
be, to whom do you go to get project-related activities or tasks information? Or, with
whom do you share project-related information with on a daily basis? For example, for the
decision-making dimension (D4) one possible question could be, who decides what to do
regarding your project tasks or activities? Or, whom do you go to get approval regarding
your project tasks or activities?
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Table 3. MCP model´s social betwork analysis centrality metrics.

Networks or Dimensions
(D) Data Sources Objectives and Applied SNA Centrality Metrics

D
1:

C
om

m
un

ic
at

io
n

Emails: All exchanged email
data between all organizations
that participated in the
different phases of a
cooperative project lifecycle.
This project-related
information is to be collected
at the end of each project
timing t.

SNA Metric 1: Weighted Total-Degree
CWTD(ni) = ∑

j
xji (1)

where:

CWTD = total weighted degree of an entity within a
graph
n = total number of entities within a graph for i = 1
. . . , n
xji = number of all links (non-directional) and their
weight from entity j to entity i, or vice-versa, where i
6= j.
Objective 1: Identify who is more or less central and
who is more or less peripherical in the project email
exchange network.
SNA Metric 2: Average weighted total-degree

CAWTD(ni) =
∑j xji

n
(2)

where:

CAWTD = average total weighted degree of an entity
within a graph
n = total number of entities within a graph for i = 1
. . . , n
xji = number of all links (non-directional) and their
weight from entity j to entity i, or vice-versa, where i
6= j.
Objective 2: Map the evolution across the different
project phases of the project communication
network.

D
2:

In
fo

rm
at

io
n

sh
ar

in
g Survey: Addressed to all

organizations that
participated in the different
phases of a cooperative project
lifecycle. This project-related
information, is to be collected
in each project timing t.

SNA Metric 3: In-degree
CID(ni) = ∑

j
xji (3)

where:

CID = total degree of an entity within a graph
n = total number of entities within a graph for i = 1
. . . , n
xji = number of links (directional) and from entity j
to entity i, where i 6= j.
Objective 1: Identify who provides more or less
advice regarding project information related.
SNA Metric 2: Average In-degree

CAID(ni) =
∑j xji

n
(4)

where:

CAID = Average In- degree of an entity within a
graph
n = total number of entities within a graph for i = 1
. . . , n
xji = number of links (directional) and from entity j
to entity i, where i 6= j.
Objective 2: Map the evolution across the different
project phases of the information sharing network.
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Table 3. Cont.
D

3:
Tr

us
t

Survey: Addressed to all
organizations that
participated in the different
phases of a cooperative project
lifecycle. This project-related
information is to be collected
in each project timing t.

SNA Metric 1: In-degree (see (3)).
Objective 1: Identify who is more or less central
within the project trust network. It maps the trust
network and identifies who discusses in confidence
sensitive information and ideas, and to whom.
SNA Metric 2: In-degree (see (4)).
Objective 2: Map the evolution across the different
project phases of the trust network.

D
4:

Pr
ob

le
m

so
lv

in
g

Survey: Addressed to all
organizations that
participated in the different
phases of a cooperative project
lifecycle. This project-related
information is to be collected
in each project timing t.

SNA Metric 1: In-degree (see (3)).
Objective 1: Identify who are the organizations that
belong to a given project problem solving network.
It maps the problem-solving network and identifies
who knows what and how.
SNA Metric 2: In-degree (see (4)).
Objective 2: Map the evolution across the different
project phases of the problem-solving network.

D
5:

D
ec

is
io

n
m

ak
in

g

Survey: Addressed to all
organizations that
participated in the different
phases of a cooperative project
lifecycle. This project-related
information is to be collected
in each project timing t.

SNA Metric 1: In-degree (see (3)).
Objective 1: Identifies who are the decision-making
organizations with the cooperative project network.
SNA Metric 2: In-degree (see (4)).
Objective 2: Map the evolution across the different
project phases of the decision-making network

As it can be seen in Table 3 for each of the five key project cooperative behavioral
dimensions, two SNA centrality metrics will be applied. For D1, the first metric concerns
the identification of who is more or less central within a given project cooperative di-
mension, and the second metric concerns the evolution of a given dimension across the
different phases of a project lifecycle by analyzing the average results of the cooperative
project social network of the first metric applied. For example, for D1, the first metric is
the weighted total-degree. This metric is non-directional (it does not matter who sends
what to whom or who received what from whom) and maps the email communication
channels within a cooperative project social network, and the number of emails that are
comprised in each one of the email communication channels. For example, if a cooperative
project social network has 7 organizations that work together in a given project lifecycle
the n = to 7, which represents the number of organizations. If for example, project-related
emails have only have been exchanged between organizations 1, 2, and 3, the number
of email communication channels will be three (xji). This represents the number of links
as illustrated in Table 3. The number of project-related exchanged emails within each
of the three email communication channels, will give the respective weight of each com-
munication channel. For example, if in the email communication channel 1 there were
exchanged 50 project-related emails, then the weight of this email communication channel
would be 50. For D1, the second metric, average weighted total-degree, is the simple
average from the results of applying metric 1, weighted total-degree. For D2, the first
metric, in-degree, regards the identification of who is more or less central in the information
sharing network within the cooperative project social network. This metric is a directional
metric, and takes into consideration the direction of the links from j to i, which in this
case represents a preference or choice. For example, to map this network the required
data arrives through a cooperative project survey that is launched to all entities (people,
groups, or organizations) that are involved in the delivery of a cooperative project. The
survey contains one or more questions that strategically target the required data to match
the information sharing network. There are many different ways to formulate a question
in such cases. For example, in this case the question could be: to whom do you go to get
project-related information that helps you to do your work? Or still, with whom do you
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share with critical project-related information? The question could be still more specifically
formulated, and target a specific subject as, for example: with whom do you share critical
project-related information related to activity [name of activity]? Once data regarding the
answer of the cooperative strategic project survey are collected, the information-sharing
network can be mapped. In this case, each project stakeholder has nominated one or more
project stakeholders as being the one that they share information with, or go to to get
information from. Each given nomination from a project stakeholder to another project
stakeholder is an outgoing link towards the nominee, where in turn, the nominee gains
an in-link, which in other words, represents an in-degree of value 1. For D2, the second
metric, average in- degree, is the average of the total number of in-links of each one of the
cooperative project stakeholders, that were nominated in the information-sharing network.
The same principle is applied for dimensions D3, D4, and D5, as illustrated in Table 3.

3.2. Model Implementation

The implementation of the MCPx model adopts the PMI´s project structure and
definitions as is illustrated in Figure 4. Figure 4 illustrates a generic cooperative project
lifecycle according to the PMI [13] project management standards, which is constituted by
several different project phases that range from phase I up to phase n.

Figure 4. Implementation framework of the MCP model.

In each project phase are defined a set of project times that range from t_1 to t_n. The
number of project times t is totally customizable and represent the times where project
data are collected and analyzed. As mentioned before, data sources are exchanged project
emails and strategic project surveys, as is illustrated in Figure 4 in grey and blue boxes,
respectively. For example, in phase I two project times are defined as t_1 to t_2. For t_1,
in the emails row, the graph or network inside the yellow box represents a given email
communication network. In this case there are four different organizations, O1, O2, O3,
and On. The links between the four organizations represent the number of mails that have
been exchanged between the four organization within the period from t_1-1 and t_1. The
links between organizations are weighted links and must be interpreted with the help of
the legend illustrated at the right side of Figure 4. For example, between organization O1
and O2, the link represents a level 2 link. The levels in the legend of Figure 4 represent a
quantity class of project exchanged emails, which also is fully customizable. For example,
in phase I, between organizations O2 and On, in time t_1 in the emails row, there is no link
between them. This means that within the period from t_1-1 and t_1, no project emails
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were exchanged between these two organizations. The links in the email communication
network are undirected links. This means that the links have no particular direction. It
means only that there have been emails sent from O1 to O2, and/or from O2 to O1.

Still in phase I in the survey row in project time t_1 is represented by the survey
network. This network is a directed network, which means that the links between the
different organizations have a direction. It means that the links are born of a function of
nominations from one organization to another organization or organizations. For example,
O1 has two in-links that come from organizations O3 and On. This means that for a given
survey question launched, organizations O3 and On nominated O1.

For example, if the survey question was ‘from whom do you go to get advice or
support regarding project tasks or activities?’, it would mean that organizations O3 and
On have nominated O1 as the organization to go to in order to get support or advice for
their project tasks and activities. In the case illustrated in the survey row for t_1, applying
(3), the in-degree metric according to Table 3, organization O1 would get a value of two
for the in-degree metric, and all the remaining organizations would get a value of one for
the in-degree metric. This process is to be repeated in all the project times t_n, in all the
different phases of a project lifecycle.

As mentioned before, the proposed model in this work is incorporated into a typical
business intelligence architecture, in order to automatize and enhance the capabilities of
the above illustrated process (which fairly describes the proposed model in this work). The
integration of the proposed model in this work into a typical organizational BI architecture
is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Integration of the proposed model in this work in a business intelligence architecture.

Figure 5 illustrates a typical organizational business intelligence architecture adapted
from [40–42], and the respective integration of the proposed model in this work illustrated
in blue. The integration process can be described as follows: First, (1) information from the
two mentioned sources (project emails and project surveys) regarding cooperative projects
is collected in each project time t_n, and in each of the different phases of a cooperative
project lifecycle. Second, collected data are stored in a temporary data base (2), which is
a dedicated database to the proposed model in this work (the MCPx model). Third (3),
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collected data undergo a process of extraction and transformation, which represents the
cleansing and translation of collected information in surveys and project emails stored in the
dedicated database (MCPx Database). Fourth, (4) treated data (cleaned and transformed)
are stored in a master database (data warehouse) in an appropriated and readable form.
In this case data are stored in a matrixial form. Fifth (5), to the collected and transformed
cooperative project data, several SNA centrality metrics such as in-degree, average degree,
density and so on, (essentially SNA metrics based on graph theory) and statistics will
be applied, in order to quantitatively analyze the five key project cooperative behavioral
dimensions, which in turn will enable to quantify cooperative project risks. Sixth (6), the
results of the application of SNA centrality metrics and statistics to cooperative project data
will be displayed in a form of chart bars, trends, and graphs. The next step (7) comprises
the decision-making phase where decision makers supported by the results outputted by
the proposed model in this work will implement measures or actions either to change the
direction of the ongoing organizational cooperative dynamic behaviors, or to support it
towards the end of a given project phase. Finally (8), after a cooperative project has been
accomplished, cooperative project lessons learned should be collected and added to the
MCPx model´s database, to refine the overall process of data collection, treatment, and
analysis. This could include for example the reformulation of some survey questions to get
more insight regarding the different five cooperative dimensions that emerge and evolve
across all the different phases of a project lifecycle

4. Application of the MCPx Model—A Case Study
4.1. Introduction to the Application Case

The following case study illustrates part of an extensive application of the proposed
model in this work (the MCPx model) in the management of cooperative projects behavioral
risks that was conducted by a market leader Food and Beverage company (denominated
in this case study as organization 1) in mid-Europe across the year 2020. Organization 1
launched a project offer (denominated in this case study as project 1) to 7 other organiza-
tions from different areas that include mechanical installations, automation, processing
engineering, and so on. Project 1 comprises the implementation of a new cheese produc-
tion line to be executed in a period of 12 months. After analyzing the individual project
proposals of each of the 7 organizations, organization 1 decided to go further with the
execution of project 1, hiring organizations 2 and 3. All organizations accepted to take part
in the case study which implies the application of the proposed model in this work. The
case study consists of the application of the MCPx model across all the different phases of
the lifecycle of project 1 in order to identify and monitor cooperative dynamic behavioral
patterns that may threat the success deliver of project 1.

More concretely, the objective of the case study is to analyze the evolution of the five
key project cooperative behavioral dimensions ((1) communication, (2) information sharing,
(3) trust, (4) problem solving and (5) decision making) across the different phases of project
1´s lifecycle, and how these may evolve towards corporative project risk. Across this section
of the present work, an extract of the case study conducted in phase II of project 1, and some
major conclusions, will be presented. The analysis process that goes from the data collection,
data extraction and transformation, application of SNA centrality metrics, and statistics
until the reporting phase conducted in this case study, was supported by the integration of
the proposed model in this work into an organization business intelligence architecture as
illustrated in Figure 5. For this matter, a dedicated project mailbox (including mail server
and accounts) was created where all the participating organizations in cooperative project
1, exchanged all project-related information across all the phases of the cooperative project
1′s lifecycle.

The project 1 surveys addressed to all the participating organizations in the cooperative
project lifecycle were done through an online platform, where participants were asked to
provide answers to the project survey questions. Both the dedicated project mailbox and the
online platform were where project 1 participants answered project surveys, representing
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the MCPx database as illustrated in Figure 5 (2). Both project-related email data exchanges
and project survey answers were collected at pre-defined times t within each of the different
phases of the project lifecycle.

Once data were collected, it immediately underwent a transformation process by
the application of an algorithm, which essentially transformed collected data into several
quantitative matrixes. Next, the data were quantitatively measured by the application of
SNA centrality metrics (weighted total-degree, average weighted total-degree, in-degree,
average in-degree) as illustrated in Table 3. The final step performed by the business
intelligence architecture is the output of weighted and undirected and directed graphs, as
illustrated in Figure 6 in the next sub-chapter (4.2 Application of the MCPx model).

Figure 6. Application of the MCPx model to the planning phase of a cooperative project.

4.2. Application of the MCPx Model

Figure 6 illustrates the results in the form of a network of the application of the SNA
centrality metrics to project 1 data collected in project 1 emails and project 1 surveys,
between the period t_0 and t_5 in the planning phase (phase II).

The dimension´s results illustrated in Figure 6 represent the sum (regarding the com-
munication dimension) and the average (regarding all the survey dimensions) results, from
the analysis of all participants’ exchanged emails and answered surveys, from organizations
1, 2, and 3, which were constituted by 9, 12, and 6 project people, respectively.

To map the email network exchange in Figure 6, all project-related exchanged emails
within the period between t_0 and t_5 in each project time t_n, were collected and analyzed.
To map the four different project survey networks, data from project surveys were collected
and analyzed.
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As it can be illustrated in Figure 6, the time between any two-given ts is not constant.
For example, between t_1 and t_2 there were 3 weeks of time elapsed, and between t_3 and
t_4 there were 2 weeks of time elapsed.

The first dimension to be analyzed is the communication dimension between the
period t_0 and t_5. In Figure 7 (communication in-degree evolution between t_1 and
t_5) and Figure 8 (communication average in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5), are
illustrated the results of applying (1) and (2), according to Table 3, respectively, to the
communication dimension illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 7. Communication in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5.

Figure 8. Communication average in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5.

As it can be seen in Figure 7 regarding the communication degree evolution between
t_1 and t_5, there seems to be a certain balanced evolution regarding all the three organiza-
tions O1, O2, and O3. Nevertheless, organization O2 experienced a continuous increase
from t_1 until t_5 regarding the email communication network. This immediately means
that a substantial quantity of project-related emails were not shared with organizations 1,
and 3. This trend can represent that, especially from t_2 onwards, that organization O2 has
gained a substantial control over the email or communication network, when compared
to the other two organizations. In fact, it almost doubled its size or domination, specially
from t_3 onwards. This behavior could be a signal of a certain tendency to a future of an
unbalanced communication network in the upcoming project phases.

Furthermore, this behavior is to a certain extent clear, when analyzed regarding the
trend in the period between t_4 and t_5 regarding organizations 1 and 3 (which have a clear
negative slope), while organization 2 is still increasing. Finally, the behavior illustrated
in Figure 7 may represent a project cooperative behavioral risk, in the sense that it may
lead to a large difference between organization 2 and organizations 1 and 3, regarding
the amount of project-related information that flows across the email communication
network. This could still be translated into poor communication and ultimately result in
poor performance.
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Figure 8 illustrates the evolution of the communication network regarding the average
in-degree (or total-degree, once the email communication network is a non-directional
network) between t_1 and t_5. As it can be observed the average trend is in line with
what is observed in the individual trends in Figure 7. This represents that regarding the
communication network there was a clear increase of exchanged project-related emails as
the project moves along the time axes in phase II. However, between t_4 and t_5, there can
be observed a negative tendency which is affected by the abrupt decrease of emails sent
and received from Organizations 1 and 3 in the respective period of time.

Figure 9 (Information sharing in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5) and Figure
10 (Information sharing average in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5) illustrate the
results of applying (3) and (4) according to Table 3, respectively, to the information sharing
dimension illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 9. Information sharing in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5.

Figure 10. Information sharing average in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5.

To map the information sharing dimension illustrated in Figure 6 the following ques-
tion was addressed to the elements of the three organizations that work together in co-
operative networks across phase II of project 1: who shares or updates you with relevant
project-related information on a regular basis? As it can be seen in Figure 9 regarding the
information sharing in-degree, all three organizations have very different behaviors across
the period t_1 to t_5. For example, organization 1, between t_1 and t_2 starts to share a high
volume of information, however, after t_2 until t_4, it seems to have experienced an abrupt
decrease in sharing project-related information with the other two organizations. Organi-
zation 2 presents a similar behavior as organization 1, but this occurs before organization
1. This behavior may reflect an action–reaction dynamic type explained by the reaction
of organization 1 to the behavior of organization 2. Such behavior may be explained as
follows: As organization 2 decreases the amount of information shared across the planning
phase of project 1 between t_1 and t_2, organization 1 gets awareness of that behavior and
replicates in the same way. The inverse is also observed as organization 2 increases the
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sharing amount of project-related information from t_3 onwards. The observed behavior
illustrated in Figure 9 regarding organizations 1 and 2 may reflect a certain risk regarding
the relationships between them, that can be translated into a certain insecurity regarding a
particular project subject or subjects, in both organizations almost simultaneously.

On the other hand, organization 3 has had a stable behavior across the same period,
regarding the amount of shared project-related information.

Figure 10 illustrates the average in-degree for the information sharing dimension. The
evolution of this dimension also clearly reflects the change in behavior from organizations
1 and 2. This evolution may to a certain extent represent project delay risks, namely in
time t_3, as organizations 1 and 2 coincide regarding the amount of shared project-related
information. Such cooperative project risks may occur because some project tasks or
activities may suffer some delay as organizations are waiting to get input from how the
project is evolving.

Figure 11 (trust in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5) and Figure 12 (trust average
in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5) illustrate the results of applying (3) and (4)
according to Table 3, respectively, to the trust dimension illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 11. Trust in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5.

Figure 12. Trust average in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5.

To map the trust dimension illustrated in Figure 6, one question was addressed to the
elements of the three organizations that worked together in cooperative networks across
phase II of project 1. The question was: whom do you trust in to talk about project issues or
optimizations within fearing a certain retaliation?

As it can be seen in Figure 11 there are very different evolutions between t_1 and t_5
regarding the three participating organizations. However, organization 2 has a constant be-
havior across the analyzed period of time when compared with the other two organizations.
This immediately represents that both organizations 1 and 3 highly trust organization 2
when it comes to project-related issues or new ideas. However, the trust level decreases
as the project evolves across the phase II towards organizations 1 and 3. One particular
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aspect can be observed in the behavior of organization 1. According to the evolution of the
trust level of organization 2 illustrated in Figure 11, from time t_2 onwards organization 2
constantly keeps losing trust within the project social network, reaching an absolute zero
vale from t_4 onwards. This clearly means that organization 1 has lost some credibility as
the project evolves in phase II. This fact may be a consequence from what is observed in
the evolution of the information sharing degree in Figure 9, where organization 1 seems
to have followed or retaliated to the behavior of organization 2 regarding the amount of
shared project-related matter.

As trust is one of the most important aspects in cooperative projects as mentioned in
Section 2.2 Cooperative Networks, it can be concluded that project 1 tasks and activities
may be negatively impacted by the trust dimension within phase II. This behavior can
be further investigated by analyzing the average in-degree trust evolution between t_1
and t_5 in phase II of project 1, as illustrated in Figure 12. On average, the trust level
within the project social network which is comprised by the members of organizations
1, 2, and 3 drops exactly to half from t_4 onwards, of the value observed in t_1. In this
case, project managers and leaders should adopt measures to reestablish the necessary
trust level within the project social network, so that the dynamic cooperative interactions
get back to a desired level, and thus enhance the chances to achieve a successful project
outcome for project phase II and onwards.

Figure 13 (problem solving in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5) and Figure 14
(problem solving average in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5) illustrates the results of
applying (3) and (4) according to Table 3, respectively, to the problem-solving dimension
illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 13. Problem solving in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5.

Figure 14. Problem solving average in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5.

To map the problem-solving dimension illustrated in Figure 6, one question was
addressed to all elements of the three organizations that worked together in cooperative
networks across phase II of project 1. The question was: whom do you turn to, to get
effective help concerning your project tasks or activities?

As it can be seen in Figure 13 all three organizations have distinct behaviors regarding
the problem-solving network across the analyzed period between t_1 and t_5 of project
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1 in phase II. As in the previous analysis regarding the trust dimension in Figure 11,
organization 2 has a constant evolution across the analyzed period, hitting the highest
rate possible. This means that organization 2 is the organization whom the other two
organization go to, to get expertise or relevant know-how or know-what regarding project
tasks or activities. Both trust and problem-solving dimensions, concerning organization 2,
places organization 2 in a particular important position within the project social network of
project 1 in phase II. According to the results illustrated in Figures 11 and 13, organization
2 is the organization on which the other two (organizations 1 and 3) strongly and steadily
rely on when it comes to trust and problem-solving dimensions.

When analyzed together, i.e., the trust evolution in Figure 11 with the problem-solving
evolution in Figure 13 for organization 2, one can immediately conclude that organization
2 has a central role within the mix of formal and informal project 1 social relationships.
This may eventually turn into a problem at the long run, while in the short run may be
a precious help for the development of project 1 in phase II. This could be explained as
follows: If organizations 1 and 3 increase the level of dependence on organization 2 as being
the one to go to to get help regarding project-related matters, it may lead to the emergence
of bottlenecks and delays, as organizations 1 and 3 wait from support of organization 2.
In this case it can be said that project 1 in phase II faces simultaneously two cooperative
project behavioral risks. The first risk regards to risks associated to the assignment of tasks
to project partners which can be divided into two sub-dimensions. The first sub-dimension
concerns organizations that have disproportionate know-how and know-what levels when
compared with other organizations. This may represent that there is a risk when assigning
certain tasks or activities to cooperative project partners in the sense that they will not
execute those activities or tasks without help from another organization or organizations.
This may contribute to the non-compliance with project deadlines, milestones and so
on, while simultaneously, the second dimension will overload other organizations with
excessive help requests, leading to the emergence of bottlenecking, delays, or burn-outs,
and ultimately will negatively impact project 1 objectives. The second risk regards the risk
of critical enterprise which is characterized by having project partners within a cooperative
network that have exclusive competencies, know-how, or know what. This may lead
to the same already mentioned non-compliance outcomes, but also to the emergence of
a non-healthy cooperative environment among the organizations that participate in a
cooperative project.

Such a non-healthy cooperative environment may be characterized by the non-intentional
relaxing of some partners regarding going to others (concerning the execution of project
tasks and activities, but not only), where continuously more output is expected than would
be expected and rational.

On the other hand, organization 3 has never been nominated as being an organization
with problem-solving skills according to evolution of the problem-solving in-degree illus-
trated in Figure 13. It can be clearly seen that regarding this dimension (problem solving)
organization 3 has a peripherical position within the project social network. In the context
of phase II of project 1, putting together the four analyzed dimensions (communication,
information sharing, trust, and now problem solving) it can be said that organization 3
shows indices of poor integration within the project social network. This may represent
that there is a certain distance regarding cooperation between organization 3 and the
other two organizations in phase II of project 1, between t_1 and t_5. These suspicions
outdrawn by the analysis on project 1 behavioral data, should be cleared through follow-up
interviews to access more accurately what might be going on regarding the cooperation
between the three organizations that work together to deliver project 1 across phase II.
However, Figure 14 shows that the average degree of the problem-solving network has
increased between t_2 and t_3 and remained constant from t_3 onwards. The increase
observed in Figure 14 between t_2 and t_3 is due to the increase problem solving in-degree
of organization 1, which rises one degree between the same period.
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Figure 15 (decision-making in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5) and Figure 16
(decision-making average in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5) illustrate the results of
applying (3) and (4) according to Table 3, respectively, to the decision-making dimension
illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 15. Decision-making in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5.

Figure 16. Decision-making average in-degree evolution between t_1 and t_5.

To map the decision-making dimension illustrated in Figure 6 the following question
was addressed to the elements of the three organizations that work together in cooperative
networks across phase II of project 1: who most decides what, when, and how to execute project
tasks or activities?

As it can be seen in Figure 15, organization 2 has once again a position of relevance
within the decision-making dimension. While organization 2 has a constant evolution
across the period between t_1 and t_5 of project 1 in phase II, organizations 1 and 3
have a variable behavior regarding the decision-making dimension. The evolution of the
decision-making dimension illustrated in Figure 15 may represent a certain competition
level between organizations 2, 1, and 3, but not between organizations 2 and 3. This can
be explained as follows: According to Figure 15 the observed trend of organization 1
(increase in its importance regarding the decision-making dimension between the period
t_1 and t_3) can be explained by the behavior observed in Figure 13 regarding the problem-
solving dimension of organization 1. As organization 1 increases its importance in the
problem-solving dimension, it simultaneously increases its position in the decision-making
dimension. This occurs because these two dimensions (problem-solving and decision-
making), are to a certain extent related—the one who knows, is often the one who decides.

However, organization 1 does not go far, and after reaching the top regarding the
decision-making dimensions between t_3 and t_4, it abruptly drops to a zero level in
t_5, which to a certain extent is related to the loss of trust, observed between t_4 and
t_5, as illustrated in Figure 11, in the trust in-degree evolution dimension. Organization
3 on the other hand, even without having scored in the problem-solving dimensions,
seems to benefit from the continuous lack of trust regarding organization 1 observed
in Figure 11, while simultaneously holding a constant position within the project social
network regarding the trust dimension. Finally, Figure 16 shows the average evolution of
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the decision-making in-degree between t_1 and t_5, and shows that the decision-making
dimension suffers a slight increase between t_1 and t_4, which essentially reflects the
evolution of organization 1 between the same period. Nevertheless, the decision-making
dimension illustrated in Figure 16 has a positive evolution across phase II of project 1
between t_1 and t_5. This may be explained as follows: The observed trend may indicate a
certain volatility regarding who is who and who plays what in the project 1 social network.
This could mean that as the project 1 phase II evolves, the degree of power (in a mix of both
formal and informal) across all participating organizations also evolves (increases). This
trend may represent a certain lack of direction, or “holding command” risk regarding how
this is being managed. However, the observed trend may still indicate a certain increase of
empowerment of the organizations that cooperate in the delivery of project 1, which may
be beneficial for the project in terms of finding new solutions, ideas, and a more flexible
approach regarding change.

After the application of the MCPx model which enabled us to quantitatively analyze
the five key project cooperative behavioral dimensions across phase II of project 1, project
1 top managers and/or project 1 leaders are now better informed (more data-informed)
about the potential risks that such observed cooperative behaviors may comprise in the
successful delivery of project 1. Finally, after conducting strategic follow-up assessments
on those particular observed behaviors (trends) identified by the MCPx model, project 1 top
managers and/or project 1 leaders can now properly develop better data-driven strategies
to efficiently manage the analyzed five key project cooperative behavioral dimensions, and
therefore increase the likelihood of project 1′s successful delivery.

5. Conclusions

This work presents a heuristic model that in a quantitative way analyzes the mix of
formal and informal networks of relationships between organizations that work together
(cooperate) to deliver projects by analyzing five key project cooperative behavioral di-
mensions, (1) communication, (2) information sharing, (3) trust, (4) problem solving and
(5) decision making, that usually take place in cooperative projects. One advantage of the
proposed model in this work is the analysis of the interaction between entities in a cooper-
ative project environment which can be represented as single persons, groups, or entire
organizations, as is the case in the presented case study. Another advantage of the proposed
model in this work is that it can be scalable, without suffering any type of influence in the
analysis process as it scales up. This happens because the proposed model is not affected
by any type of estimation as, for example, the R2 value in linear regression calculations.
The mathematical approach of the proposed model deals only with absolute results (pure
quantitative results). Nevertheless, if there are a huge number of entities to be analyzed
it is recommended to use indexation (ranging from 0 to1) instead of absolute numbers in
the outputted results scale. As it has been seen across the case study, the application of
the proposed model in this work is simple and straightforward. The same is to be said in
relation to the results outputted by the proposed model. However, it is recommended that
the interpretation of the results outputted by the application of the MCPx mode should
be done by professionals in the social network analysis area. Furthermore, the results
outputted by the MCPx model regarding the quantitative identification of cooperative
behavioral trends or patterns should always be succeeded by follow-up assessments in
order to clearly and accurately identify the real reasons and potential impacts of such
behaviors or trends on project tasks and activities.

6. Academic and Managerial Implications
6.1. Proposed Model and Academic Implications

The developed research across this work culminated in a heuristic model (the MCPx
model) developed based on four critical scientific pillars ((1) project risk management,
(2) cooperative networks, (3) social network analysis, and (4) business intelligence architec-
ture) to efficiently support the management of project cooperative risks by analyzing five
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key project cooperative behavioral dimensions. By doing so, the proposed model in this
work contributes to create knowledge to manage cooperative risk projects, namely in the
behavioral risks field as is illustrated in Figure 3a. The developed research across this work
aims to contribute to each of the four critical scientific pillars that were used to develop the
proposed model in this work in a holistic and interrelated way. This way, the relationships
between concepts of project management, risk management, collaborative networks, social
network analysis, and business intelligence become clearer and build the foundations to
further research, as in each one of them is the context of the management of cooperative
projects. In the pillar of the project risk management, the proposed model in this work
contributes to a holistic, deeper, and accurate understanding of how cooperation really
emerges and evolves across the different phases of a cooperative project lifecycle, and how
such evolution may or may not be originating behaviors that to a certain extent represent
cooperative risks to project activities and ultimately project outcome. This in turn may
enable the development of new theoretical approaches regarding how to manage a project’s
cooperative risks. In the cooperative networks pillar the proposed model in this work
contributes to identify other factors (such as problem solving, information sharing, decision
making and so on) besides trust, reciprocity, and interlocking of directorates, which can
play a central role for an efficient and effective cooperative project network. In the pillar of
SNA in organizations the proposed model in this work contributes to the development of
new insights and discoveries regarding the importance and implications of the different
mix of formal and informal cooperative project roles (identified by the application of SNA
centrality metrics) within a project social network. Finally, in the business intelligence pillar
the proposed model in this work contributes to the understanding of how organizations
can benefit from the implementation of a BI architecture in boosting their organizational
components and to better see the interrelations between areas such as risk management
and human resource management, which could generate the development of new organi-
zational theory, namely concerning the way cooperative work gets done in organizations
in modern times.

6.2. Proposed Model and Managerial Implications

The proposed model in this work efficiently helps organizations in managing coopera-
tive project risks as illustrated across the case study presented in this work. The application
of the MCPx model enables organizations to, in a timely manner, and in an effective and
quantitative way, access the variability evolution of the dynamic interactions (cooperative
behaviors) that emerge and evolve among participants in cooperative projects. This in turn
will enable organizations to take and implement actions to readjust undesired or support
desired cooperative project behaviors before they turn into real project risks.

The ability to quantitatively measure the different cooperative behaviors that occur
across the different phases of a project lifecycle enables organizations to take more data-
informed decisions, rather than relying too heavily on gut feelings and on subject matter
experts or even on influential opinions from people/organizations, which many times
advise without having a sustainable quantitative basis, where, even worse than that, more
often than not such advice is strongly biased.

The integration of the MCPx model into a BI architecture provides organizations accu-
racy, speed, and efficiency in identifying (most often hidden) cooperative behaviors across
the different phases of a project lifecycle that emerge from the mix of formal and informal
relationships. Furthermore, the integration of the MCPx model in a business intelligence
architecture can be considered an intelligent predictive model. This happens if a substantial
number of past projects are analyzed and a function of repeatable observed behaviors
associated with certain project outcomes, a cooperative project critical success factor, can
be identified. Then, such cooperative project critical success factors can be replicated in
future cooperative projects and used as guides to manage future cooperative projects.

Finally, the proposed model in this work helps organizations to, in a smarter and faster
way, address the ongoing organizational digital transformation and to pursue the actual
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and upcoming sustainability challenges, in a holistic and consistent way by efficiently
focusing efforts on the achievement of short- and long-term goals and ultimately in the
generation of sustainable business.

7. Further Developments

The continuous development of new SNA centrality metrics as critical enablers of
gaining a deeper insight regarding the dynamic interactions between organizations that
participate in cooperative project networks is recommended. However, the application of
other SNA metrics rather than centrality should be also tested. It is also recommended that
the proposed model in this work should be improved upon to be able to distinguish pure
formal from pure informal relationships in project environments. By doing so, it would be
possible not only to accurately quantify how much do informal and formal networks of
relationships exists in cooperative projects, but also to clearly measure the real importance
of informal and formal networks in the management of cooperative projects. It would
also enable us to accurately correlate the importance of informal networks and formal and
informal power in a cooperative project environment.

It is also suggested that deeper research should be conducted in terms of gaining access
to email content matter in order to better get more insights regarding how communication
takes place, but also the quality of the communication. For this matter joint work with
GDPR regulators should be conducted in order to create legal mechanisms to enable deeper
access to information generated in the work environment.

Finally, the incorporation of AI (artificial intelligence) advanced techniques such as
ML (machine learning) or NN (neural networks) in the proposed model in this work
should be considered in order to generate unique and actionable knowledge in a 360-
degree approach, and estimate future outcomes (predictions) based on the analysis of past
collaborative trends.
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